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SUMMARY

How do individuals decide to act based on a
rewarding status quo versus an unexplored choice
that might yield a better outcome? Recent evidence
suggests that individuals may strategically explore
as a function of the relative uncertainty about the
expected value of options. However, the neural
mechanisms supporting uncertainty-driven exploration remain underspecified. The present fMRI
study scanned a reinforcement learning task in
which participants stop a rotating clock hand in
order to win points. Reward schedules were such
that expected value could increase, decrease, or
remain constant with respect to time. We fit several
mathematical models to subject behavior to
generate trial-by-trial estimates of exploration as
a function of relative uncertainty. These estimates
were used to analyze our fMRI data. Results indicate that rostrolateral prefrontal cortex tracks
trial-by-trial changes in relative uncertainty, and
this pattern distinguished individuals who rely on
relative uncertainty for their exploratory decisions
versus those who do not.
INTRODUCTION
Learning to make choices in a complex world is a difficult
problem. The uncertainty attending such decisions requires a
trade-off between two contradictory courses of action: (1) to
choose from among known options those that are believed to
yield the best outcomes, or (2) to explore new, unknown alternatives in hope of an even better result (e.g., when at your favorite
restaurant, do you try the chef’s new special or your ‘‘usual’’
choice?). This well-known exploration-exploitation dilemma
(Sutton and Barto, 1998) deeply complicates decision making,
with optimal solutions for even simple environments often being
unknown or computationally intractable (Cohen et al., 2007).
Abundant evidence now supports striatal dopaminergic mechanisms in learning to exploit (see Doll and Frank, 2009; Maia,
2009 for review). By contrast, considerably less is known about
the neural mechanisms driving exploration (Aston-Jones and
Cohen, 2005; Daw et al., 2006; Frank et al., 2009).

In the reinforcement learning literature, exploration is often
modeled using stochastic choice rules. Such rules permit agents
to exploit the best known actions for reward while also discovering better actions over time by periodically choosing at random
or by increasing stochasticity of choice when options have
similar expected values (Sutton and Barto, 1998). A more efficient strategy is to direct exploratory choices to those actions
about which one is most uncertain (Dayan and Sejnowski,
1996; Gittins and Jones, 1974). Put another way, the drive to
explore may vary in proportion to the differential uncertainty
about the outcomes from alternative courses of action. Thus,
from this perspective, the brain should track changes in relative
uncertainty among options, at least in those individuals who rely
on this strategy for exploratory choices.
Neurons in prefrontal cortex (PFC) may track relative uncertainty during decision making. Using fMRI, Daw et al., (2006)
observed activation in rostrolateral prefrontal cortex (RLPFC;
approximately Brodmann area [BA] 10/46) during a ‘‘multiarmed bandit task’’ when participants selected slot machines
that did not have the highest expected value. Daw et al. tested
whether participants guide exploration toward uncertain
options, but did not find evidence for an ‘‘uncertainty bonus.’’
However, the reward contingencies were not stationary, and
participants overestimated the rate of change, effectively
only including the last trial’s reward in their expected value
estimations (i.e., they had a learning rate near 1.0). Thus, while
the dynamic contingencies strongly induced uncertainty about
the value of unexplored options, this manipulation may have
paradoxically precluded the identification of an uncertainty
bonus, because participants believed that only the previous
trial was relevant.
Frank et al. (2009) recently showed evidence that quantitative
trial-by-trial exploratory responses are in part driven by relative
uncertainty when reinforcement contingencies are stationary
over time. Moreover, substantial individual differences in uncertainty-driven exploration were observed, a large part of which
were accounted for by a polymorphism in the catechol-O-methyl
transferase (COMT) gene that affects PFC dopamine levels. A
subsequent study with the same task found that uncertaintydriven exploration was substantially reduced in patients with
schizophrenia as a function of anhedonia, also thought to be
related to PFC dysfunction (Strauss et al., 2011). These findings
provide a general link between relative uncertainty-based exploration and PFC function. Frank et al. (2009) further hypothesized
that RLPFC, in particular, may track relative uncertainty among
options.
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Figure 1. Behavioral Task with Plots of Reward
Function Conditions
(A) On each trial, participants stopped a rotating clock
hand to win points.
(B) The probability of reward as a function of RT for each
expected value condition: increasing (IEV), decreasing
(DEV), constant (CEV), and constant-reversed (CEVR).
(C) The magnitude of reward as a function of RT across EV
conditions.
(D) The expected value as a function of RT for condition.

response time (RT), such that the expected
value increased, decreased, or stayed constant
for different levels of RT (Figures 1C and 1D). For
a given function, participants can learn the
optimal style of responding (e.g., fast or slow)
to maximize their reward.
RESULTS

Despite the failure to observe uncertainty-based modulation of
RLPFC activity in previous gambling tasks, the hypothesis that
RLPFC computes relative uncertainty is consistent with the
broader human neuroimaging literature. Activation in RLPFC is
greater during computations of uncertainty during goal attainment in navigation (Yoshida and Ishii, 2006) and has been shown
to track relative reward probabilities for alternative courses of
action (Boorman et al., 2009). More broadly, growing evidence
suggests that RLPFC is at the apex of a caudal to rostral hierarchical organization in frontal cortex (Badre, 2008; Koechlin et al.,
2003; Koechlin and Summerfield, 2007). In this organization,
more rostral PFC regions exert control over action at more
abstract levels. One conception of abstraction is that which
involves tracking higher-order relations (Braver and Bongiolatti,
2002; Bunge and Wendelken, 2009; Bunge et al., 2005; Christoff
et al., 2001; Kroger et al., 2002; Koechlin et al., 1999).
In this respect, Bunge and Wendelken (2009) interpreted the
Boorman et al. (2009) result as indicative of a more fundamental
computation of the RLPFC in tracking the relative advantage of
switching to alternative courses of action, rather than of reward
probabilities, per se. In keeping with this suggestion, we hypothesized that, while in environments in which participants explore
based on relative uncertainty, activation in RLPFC would
track changes in relative uncertainty. We further posited that
individual differences in uncertainty-driven exploration might
be accompanied by differences in the RLPFC response to relative uncertainty.
In order to test our hypotheses, we scanned participants in
fMRI while they performed a temporal utility integration task
(Frank et al., 2009; Moustafa et al., 2008). In this task, participants observe a clock hand make a clockwise rotation about a
clock face over a 5 s interval (Figure 1A). Participants press a
button on a keypad to stop the rotation and win points. The
probability and magnitude of rewards varied as a function of
596 Neuron 73, 595–607, February 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.

Computational Model
Individual subject performance on the task was
fit using a previously developed mathematical
model (Frank et al., 2009) that allows trial-by-trial estimates of
several key components of exploratory and exploitative choices.
In this model, different mechanisms advance these contradictory drives in an attempt to maximize total reward. In what
follows, we will discuss the key components of the model relevant to the current fMRI study (full model details are discussed
in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures, available online).
We also conducted a number of simulations using simplified and
alternative models in order to assess robustness of the effect of
relative uncertainty in RLPFC and its sensitivity to the specific
model instantiation. These alternate models are described fully
further below and in the Supplemental Information, though we
will briefly refer to them here.
Both exploitation of the RTs producing the highest rewards
and exploration for even better rewards are driven by errors of
prediction in tracking expected reward value V. Specifically,
the expected reward value on trial t is:
VðtÞ = Vðt # 1Þ + adðt # 1Þ

(1)

where a is the rate at which new outcomes are integrated into
the evaluation V and d is the reward prediction error [RPE; Reward(t # 1) – V(t # 1)] conveyed by midbrain dopamine neurons
(Montague et al., 1996).
A strategic exploitation component tracks the reward structure associated with distinct response classes (categorized as
‘‘fast’’ or ‘‘slow,’’ respectively). This component is intended to
capture how participants track the reward structure for alternative actions, allowing them to continuously adjust RTs in proportion to their relative value differences. The motivation for this
modeling choice was that participants were told at the outset
that sometimes it will be better to respond faster and sometimes
slower. Given that the reward functions are monotonic, all the
learner needs to do is track the relative values of fast and slow
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versus ‘‘slow’’), the predicted RTs are continuous as a function
of these statistics. More specifically, RTs are predicted to continuously adjust in proportion to the difference in mean reward
statistics, in that a larger difference in values for fast and slow
leads to larger changes in RT.
Finally, the exploratory component of the model capitalizes on
the uncertainty of the probability distributions to strategically
explore those responses for which reward statistics are most
uncertain. Specifically, the model assumes that subjects explore
uncertain responses to reduce this uncertainty. This component
is computed as:
ExploreðtÞ = ε½sslow ðtÞ $ sfast ðtÞ%;
Figure 2. Illustration of Changes in Beta Distributions over the
Course of Learning across Different Task Conditions
The x axis plots the probability that a particular action will yield a positive
reward prediction error (RPE). Each curve plots the level of belief (y axis) that
a participant has about each probability for a given course of action, which in
this task are operationalized as responding faster (green curves) or slower (red
curves). The peak of each curve represents the subject’s strongest belief
about the value of a particular option. Exploitative responses move in the
direction of the highest perceived value. Hence, under IEV conditions (left plot)
slower responses are more likely to yield a positive RPE, whereas in DEV
conditions (right plot) faster responses have higher value. The standard deviation of the distribution reflects the participant’s uncertainty regarding the
value of that option. Thus, early in learning (dashed line) the width is larger (and
uncertainty greater) than later in learning (solid line). The difference in the
standard deviations of these fast and slow distributions at any given trial is
relative uncertainty.

responses and proportionately adjust RTs toward larger value.
More specifically, the model assumes that participants track
the probability of obtaining a better than average outcome
(a positive RPE) following faster or slower responses, which
are separately computed via Bayesian integration:
Pðqjd1 .dn ÞfPðd1 .dn jqÞPðqÞ

(2)

where q represents the parameters of the probability distribution,
and d1 . dn are the prediction errors observed thus far (on trials 1
to n). Frank et al. (2009) previously reported that the behavioral
data were best fit with the simplifying assumption that subjects
track the probability of positive RPEs, which can be accomplished by ‘‘counting phasic dopamine bursts,’’ rather than the
specific expected reward values of the different responses. As
such, q consists of beta distributed, Beta(h,b), estimates of positive prediction errors expected for fast and slow responses (Figure 2). Parameters from alternative models in which expected
reward magnitude is tracked are strongly correlated with those
from this model that tracks the probability of RPE. But model
fits are superior for the RPE model, which also yields uncertainty
estimates that are potentially more suitable for fMRI (see Supplemental Information).
Given the learned expected values, the difference of their
means (mslow, mfast) contributes to response latency on trial t
scaled by free parameter r:
r½mslow ðtÞ $ mfast ðtÞ%

(3)

It is important to clarify that though the reward statistics are
tracked for different categorical actions (i.e., in terms of ‘‘fast’’

(4)

where sslow and sfast are the uncertainties, quantified in terms of
standard deviations of the probability distributions tracked by
the Bayesian update rule (Figure 2), and ε is a free parameter
controlling the degree to which subjects make exploratory
responses in proportion to relative uncertainty.
In the primary model, we constrained ε to be greater than
0 to estimate the degree to which relative uncertainty guides
exploration, and to prevent the model fits from leveraging this
parameter to account for variance related to perseveration
during exploitation. However, we also report a series of alternate
models for which ε is unconstrained (i.e., it is also allowed to go
negative to reflect ‘‘ambiguity aversion’’; Payzan-LeNestour and
Bossaerts, 2011).
These exploit and explore mechanisms, together with other
components, afford quantitative fits of RT adjustments in this
task, and the combined model is identical to that determined
to provide the best fit in prior work. However, to ensure that relative uncertainty results do not depend on the use of this particular model, we also report results from several alternate models
that are more transparently related to those used in the traditional reinforcement learning literature. In these models, we treat
fast and slow responses categorically (as in a two-armed bandit
task) and predict their probability of occurrence with a standard
softmax choice function, with parameters optimized by
maximum likelihood (as opposed to the standard model, which
minimizes squared error between predicted and actual RT). We
consider models in which reward structure of these categorical
responses is acquired via either Bayesian integration or reinforcement learning (Q-learning).
To summarize, then, model fits provide subject-specific, trialby-trial estimates of reward prediction error (d+, d$), the mean
expected values about the likelihood of a positive prediction
error for fast and slow responses (mslow, mfast), and the uncertainties about these estimates (sslow, sfast). The model also
provides estimates of individual participant’s reliance on relative
uncertainty to explore (ε). We used these estimates to analyze
our fMRI data and provide an explicit test of the hypothesis
that RLPFC tracks relative uncertainty to strategically guide
exploration (see Supplemental Analysis and Figure S1 for the
analysis of reward prediction error).
Behavioral Results and Model Performance
Across conditions (Figure 1), participants reliably adjusted
RTs in the direction indicative of learning (Figure 3A). During
the second half of each learning block, RTs in the decreasing
Neuron 73, 595–607, February 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 597
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Figure 3. Plots of Behavioral Results and Model Fits to Individual Participant Behavior
(A) Average RT across participants demonstrates that incremental adjustments in RT were consistent with learning.
(B) Average of individual subject model fits captured incremental adjustments in RT across learning conditions.
(C) A plot from one representative participant illustrates that changes in the Explore term (blue) partially captures trial-to-trial swings in RT (green).
(D) Correlation between RT swings and relative uncertainty among explorers (left) and nonexplorers. All trials in all participants are plotted in aggregate with color
distinguishing individuals. The correlation between RT swings and relative uncertainty was significantly different from zero in explorers (mean r = 0.36, p < 0.0001),
but not in nonexplorers (mean r = !0.02, p > 0.5).

expected value (DEV) condition were significantly faster than
in constant expected value [CEV; F(1,14) = 13.95, p < 0.005].
Likewise, RTs in the increasing expected value (IEV) condition were significantly slower than in CEV [F(1,14) = 5.6,
p < 0.05] during the second half of each learning block. Within
each condition, participants reliably sped up from the first to
second half of trials in DEV [F(1,14) = 8.2, p < 0.05] and slowed
down in IEV [F(1,14) = 5.1, p < 0.05]. There were no reliable differences in RT from first to second half of trials in
CEV or constant expected value-reversed conditions (CEVR;
p values > 0.5).
598 Neuron 73, 595–607, February 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.

These incremental RT adaptations over the course of learning
were well captured by the mathematical model (Figure 3B). As in
prior studies, these adaptations were observed in the average
learning curve within and across individuals. In contrast, trialby-trial changes in RT were not incremental but were characterized by large ‘‘RT swings’’ (Frank et al., 2009). The model
captured some of the variance in these swings by assuming
that they reflect exploratory RT adjustments in the direction of
greater uncertainty about the reward statistics (Figure 3C).
Across subjects, the r-values reflecting the correlation between
the direction of RT swing from one trial to the next and the
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model’s estimate of relative uncertainty were reliably greater
than zero (t = 3.9; p < 0.05). The improvement in model fit by
including the uncertainty-driven exploration component
(and penalizing for the added model complexity; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) was correlated with the estimated ε parameter (r = 0.68, p = 0.005; this result held even
when allowing ε to reach negative values; see below). Thus, individual differences in uncertainty-driven exploration were
captured both by improvement in model fit and by the estimated
ε parameter. Indeed, out of 15 participants, eight had ε parameters greater than 0 (hereafter, ‘‘explorers’’). This fitted positive ε
parameter captured the tendency for explorers’ RT swings to
adjust in the direction of greater uncertainty. Indeed, the correlation between RT swings and relative uncertainty was significantly
different from zero in explorers (mean r = 0.36, p < 0.0001),
but not in nonexplorers (mean r = !0.02, p > 0.5; Figure 3D).
To further test whether the fitted ε parameter largely accounts
for RT swings (rather than some overall tendency to direct RTs
toward more or less certain actions), we constructed another
model in which we explicitly modeled changes in RT (RT(t) –
RT(t ! 1)) rather than overall RT, with ε unconstrained (i.e., ε
could be positive or negative). In this analysis, the fitted ε correlated with that from the standard model (Spearman rho = 0.55,
p = 0.03) and was significantly greater than zero (p < 0.0001).
Notably, the improvement in model fit by including ε (as assessed by Aikake’s Information Criterion; AIC) was strongly
correlated with the fitted ε value, such that individuals fit by larger
(more positive) ε values were characterized by greater improvements in fit (r = 0.88, p < 0.0001). Comparing the original
explorers versus nonexplorers, improvement in model fit to RT
swings was significantly greater in explorers (mean DAIC = 26,
nonexplorers mean DAIC = 13; t(13) = !2.2, p = 0.046). Other
alternative models, in which ε was unconstrained, fit to overall
RT (reported below in conjunction with fMRI analysis; Table
S1) led to similar results, showing that including the uncertainty-driven exploration term yielded robustly better fits to the
data in explorers but not nonexplorers.
Thus, having identified individual differences in exploration
based on participants’ behavior, we sought to determine the
neural correlates of relative uncertainty and whether these differ
between explorers and nonexplorers.
Relative Uncertainty and Right Rostrolateral PFC
In the model, the standard deviations of the beta distributions for
each response provide trial-by-trial estimates of uncertainty
about the likelihood of obtaining a better outcome than average
for each response option. Relative uncertainty—the difference in
standard deviation of the beta distributions for slow and fast
responses (jsslow ! sfastj)—is hypothesized to drive exploratory
responding (Figure 4A).
We initially assessed relative uncertainty as a parametric function associated with stimulus onset (Figure 4A). This analysis
yielded activation in RLPFC (XYZ = 36 56 !8; p < 0.001 [FWE
cluster corrected]), along with a wide network of other neocortical
regions (see Table S2), in association with relative uncertainty.
Importantly, based on prior work (e.g., Frank et al., 2009), individual participants may rely to different degrees on relative uncertainty to make exploratory responses. Consistent with this obser-

vation, when the whole-brain voxel-wise analysis of relative
uncertainty was restricted to the ‘‘explorer’’ participants (ε > 0),
reliable activation was evident in right RLPFC both in a ventral
RLPFC cluster (XYZ = 40 60 !10; 30 52 !14; p < 0.001 [FWE
cluster level]) and in a more dorsal RLPFC cluster (XYZ = 24 48
20; 30 52 16; 18 40 22; p < 0.001 [FWE cluster level]), along with
a set of occipital and parietal regions (see Table S2). By contrast,
the analysis of relative uncertainty in the nonexplore group (ε = 0)
did not locate reliable activation in right RLPFC. This group difference in RLPFC was confirmed in a direct group contrast, locating
reliably greater activation for explore than nonexplore participants
in dorsal RLPFC (XYZ = 24 46 20; p < 0.005 [FWE cluster level]).
It is conceivable that effects of relative uncertainty in RLPFC
are confounded by shared variance due to mean uncertainty.
There are a number of ways that relative and mean uncertainty
might share variance. For example, both mean and relative
uncertainty can decline monotonically during the course of
a block (i.e., to the extent that the participant samples reward
outcomes from both fast and slow responses). Thus, to estimate
relative uncertainty independent of its shared variance with
mean uncertainty, we conducted a second whole-brain analysis
in which the parametric regressor for mean uncertainty (see
below) was entered prior to that for relative uncertainty, and
therefore any relative uncertainty effects are over and above
the effects of mean uncertainty (this model was used for all
subsequent relative uncertainty analyses). From this analysis,
the voxel-wise analysis of the unique effects of relative uncertainty in ‘‘explorer’’ participants (ε > 0) again yielded reliable
activation in right RLPFC (Figure 4B) in ventral (XYZ = 30
52 !14; 36 56 !10; p < 0.001 [FWE cluster level]) and dorsal
RLPFC (XYZ = 22 56 26; 26 52 16; 44 42 28; p < 0.001 [FWE
cluster level]; Table S2). Changes in relative uncertainty in
explore subjects also correlated with activation in the superior
parietal lobule (SPL; !8 !62 66; !16 !70 62; !24 !68 68;
p < 0.001 [FWE cluster level]). The nonexplore group (ε = 0) did
not locate reliable activation in right RLPFC, and again, uncertainty-related activation was greater for explore than nonexplore
participants in dorsal RLPFC (XYZ = 22 54 28; 28 48 14; 22 46 20;
p < 0.005 [FWE cluster level]; Figure 4C). A follow up demonstrated these effects even when analysis was restricted to only
the first half of trials within a block, thereby ruling out confounds
related to fatigue or other factors that could affect responding
once learning has occurred (see Supplemental Information).
ROI analysis, using an RLPFC ROI defined from a neutral task
effects contrast in the full group (XYZ = 27 50 28; Figure 5C),
confirmed the results of the whole brain analysis. Specifically,
the effect of relative uncertainty in right RLPFC was reliable for
the explore participants [t(7) = 4.5, p < 0.005] but not the nonexplore participants [t(6) = 1.2], and the direct comparison between
groups was significant [t(13) > 4.4, p < 0.005]. Further ROI analysis also demonstrated these effects using ROIs in RLPFC
defined based on coordinates from prior studies of exploration
(i.e., Daw et al., 2006 and Boorman et al., 2009; see Supplemental Information).
Relative Uncertainty in Alternative Models
The primary model of learning and decision making in this task
was drawn directly from prior work (Frank et al., 2009) to permit
Neuron 73, 595–607, February 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 599
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Figure 4. Whole-Brain Analysis of Trial-to-Trial Changes in Relative Uncertainty
(A) Example individual subject relative uncertainty regressor from one run of one participant. Convolution of parametric changes in relative uncertainty (jsslow(t) !
sfast(t)j) on each trial (top plot) with a canonical hemodynamic response function (middle plot) produced individual participant relative uncertainty regressors
(bottom plot).
(B) The effect of relative uncertainty, controlling for mean uncertainty and restricted to explore participants (ε > 0), revealed activation in dorsal and ventral RLPFC
regions (rendered at p < 0.05 FWE corrected [cluster level]).
(C) Contrast of relative uncertainty effect, controlling for mean uncertainty, in explore (ε > 0) versus nonexplore (ε = 0) participants revealed a group difference in
RLPFC (rendered at p < 0.05 FWE corrected [cluster level]).

consistency and comparability between studies. However, we
next sought to establish that the effects of relative uncertainty
observed in RLPFC were not wholly dependent on specific
choices made in constructing the computational model itself.
Thus, we constructed three alternative models that relied on
the same relative uncertainty computation as the primary model
but differed in other details of their implementation that may
affect which specific subjects are identified as explorers (see
Supplemental Information for modeling details).
First, we eased the constraint that ε be greater than or equal to
0. In the primary model, we added this constraint so that model
fits could not leverage this parameter to account for variance
related to perseveration, particularly on exploit trials. However,
in certain task contexts some individuals may consistently avoid
uncertain choices (i.e., uncertainty aversion; Payzan-LeNestour
and Bossaerts, 2011; Strauss et al., 2011). It follows, then, that
these individuals might track uncertainty in order to avoid it,
perhaps reflected by a negative ε parameter. Alternatively, ε
may attain negative values if participants simply exploit on the
600 Neuron 73, 595–607, February 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.

majority of trials, such that the exploitative option is selected
most often and hence has the most certain reward statistics
(assuming that value-based exploitation is not perfectly
captured by the model). Thus a negative ε need not necessarily
imply uncertainty aversion, and it could be that the smaller
proportion of exploratory trials is still guided toward uncertainty.
Thus, we conducted three simulations in which ε was unconstrained (see also earlier model of RT swings).
In an initial simulation, we categorized responses as exploratory or not, where exploration is defined by selecting responses
with lower expected value (Sutton and Barto, 1998; Daw et al.,
2006). While we fit the remaining model parameters across all
trials, we fixed ε = 0 on all exploitation trials and allowed it to
vary only in trials defined as exploratory. The goal of this procedure was to determine whether exploratory trials were more
often driven toward the most uncertain option and to prevent
the fitting procedure from penalizing the model fit in all of the
exploitation trials in which the more certain action is generally
selected.
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Figure 5. Whole-Brain and ROI Analysis of Mean and Relative Uncertainty
(A) Example individual subject mean uncertainty regressor from one run of one participant. Convolution of parametric changes in mean uncertainty ([sslow(t) +
sfast(t)]/2) on each trial (top plot) with a canonical hemodynamic response function (middle plot) produced individual participant mean uncertainty regressors
(bottom plot).
(B) Mean uncertainty in the whole group, controlling for relative uncertainty, yielded activation in a large neocortical network including right DLPFC (rendered at
p < 0.05 FWE corrected [cluster level]).
(C) ROI analysis based on extracted beta estimates of relative uncertainty confirmed a group difference in relative uncertainty within RLPFC and showed a greater
effect of relative uncertainty in RLPFC than DLPFC in explorers (*p < 0.05).
(D) ROI analysis based on extracted beta estimates of mean uncertainty found no differences in mean uncertainty between groups.
All error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

In this analysis, seven participants (including six of the
explorers identified by the primary model) were best fit with positive ε, and the remaining eight were fit with negative ε. Analysis of
relative uncertainty in the explore subjects identified from this
model yielded reliable effects in ventral RLPFC (XYZ = 30
56 !12; p < 0.05 [FWE cluster level]) and IPS (XYZ = 36 !46
56; p < 0.005 [FWE cluster level]). Participants with negative ε
from this model did not yield positive or negative correlations
of relative uncertainty with activation in RLPFC.
Another reason ε could attain negative values is due to participants’ tendencies to repeatedly select the same option as
previous trials (independent from their values; Lau and Glimcher,
2005; Schönberg et al., 2007), where again this repeated option
would have greater certainty. To factor out this perseveration or
‘‘sticky choice’’ component, we not only allowed the immediately
preceding trial’s RT to influence the current trial, but also allowed
multiple previous trials to do so with exponential decay. This
analysis allowed ε to be estimated as positive or negative across
all trials. Here, six of the original eight explorers were best fit with
positive ε, and the remaining participants had negative ε.

This model with unconstrained ε and sticky choice provided
a reliably better fit than the model without either sticky choice
or uncertainty, even penalizing for the additional model
complexity (improvement in DAIC = 31.0 [9.2]), or compared to
a model that does include sticky choice but no uncertainty
(DAIC = 3.3 [1.8]). Furthermore, as in the RT swing model, the
fitted ε parameter value correlated with this improvement in fit
(r = 0.51, p = 0.05; and r = 0.53, p = 0.04 for the two model
comparisons), suggesting that more positive uncertainty-driven
exploration parameters are contributing to better fits rather
than the negative ones. Analysis of the fMRI data restricted to
the six subjects estimated to be explorers by this model still
yielded reliable relative uncertainty effects in dorsal RLPFC
(XYZ = 26 52 16; p < 0.001 [FWE cluster level]) along with SPL
(XYZ = !6 !60 60; p < 0.001 [FWE cluster level]; Table S2).
Participants estimated to have a negative ε again did not show
positive or negative correlations of relative uncertainty with
activation in RLPFC.
Finally, we constructed a model that fit categorical rather than
continuous RT distributions. As already noted, a feature of the
Neuron 73, 595–607, February 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 601
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primary model is that it predicts continuous RT distributions
consistent with the continuous nature of RT in this task.
However, reward statistics are tracked based on two modes of
responding, fast or slow. So, in a final set of simulations, we
matched the response choice function to reward learning and
only attempted to predict categorical action selection between
fast and slow responses as if it were a two-armed bandit task,
rather than predicting a continuous RT distribution (maximizing
the likelihood of fast or slow responses). The core of this model
is a softmax logistic function, which only included the following:
a parameter that estimates any overall bias to respond fast or
slow, an (unconstrained) ε parameter for uncertainty bonus,
a softmax gain parameter, and an estimate of the value of the
two actions. The latter was simulated either as the mean of the
beta distribution or a Q-value learned via reinforcement learning
(RL) with an estimated learning rate. This categorical model identified a group of eight explore participants (ε > 0) that largely
overlapped with the primary model (two of 15 participants
differed in assignment). Notably, the relative uncertainty effect
in the eight explore participants from this categorical model
yielded activation in dorsal RLPFC (XYZ = 24 50 18; 34 52 16;
44 42 28; p < 0.001 [FWE cluster level]), ventral RLPFC (XYZ =
36 56 !10; p < 0.005 [FWE cluster level]), and SPL (XYZ =
!8 !64 66; p < 0.001 [FWE cluster level]; Table S2). Again, there
were no positive or negative correlations with relative uncertainty
in RLPFC in the participants with negative ε.
Thus, the effects of relative uncertainty in RLPFC were robust
to these variations of the model. Moreover, in these models
without a positive ε constraint, we did not find evidence that
RLPFC tracks relative uncertainty in support of uncertainty aversion (i.e., participants with negative ε). However, this leaves open
how to interpret negative epsilon in the nonexplore participants.
As noted above, one possibility is that participants tend to
repeatedly select the same option independent from their values.
When controlling for sticky choice in the categorical model, the
majority of participants were best characterized by positive ε
(11 or 13 out of 15 participants for beta or Q-learning variants,
respectively). A likelihood ratio test confirmed that including an
uncertainty exploration bonus provided a significantly better fit
(and including penalization of extra parameters) across the
group of explorers (defined from those in the standard model;
p < 0.00001), but only marginally so in nonexplorers (p = 0.053;
the test was significant across the whole group, p < 0.00001).
In the Q version, the likelihood ratio test was again significant
in the explorers, p = 0.00002, but not in the nonexplorers (p =
0.15; thus the slightly positive ε values did not contribute to
model fit). This test was again significant across the entire group
(p = 0.00005). As in prior models, the fitted ε parameter correlated with improvement in likelihood relative to a model without
uncertainty driven exploration (r = 0.71, p = 0.003). Thus in these
simplified models predicting categorical choice, only explorers
showed a robust improvement in fit by incorporating relative
uncertainty into the model, and a fit of negative epsilon seems
largely explained by the tendency to perseverate independently
of value. This result also implies that the earlier findings are not
solely due to a directional change in RT due to uncertainty
(e.g., from a slow response to a slightly faster but still slow
response), but are sufficient to induce a categorical shift.
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Mean Uncertainty and Right DLPFC
Relative uncertainty comparisons may require separately maintaining and updating working memory with the reward statistics
for each option (including their variance). In light of the putative
rostro-caudal organization of frontal cortex (Badre, 2008), we
hypothesized that uncertainty about each option might be maintained by DLPFC regions caudal to RLPFC that do not necessarily track changes in relative uncertainty.
Results from the analysis of mean uncertainty were broadly
consistent with this hypothesis. As a metric of the overall level
of uncertainty associated with all options in the task, we
computed a mean uncertainty regressor as the trial-by-trial
average of sslow and sfast (Figure 5A). As with relative uncertainty,
we tested mean uncertainty in a model that entered relative
uncertainty first, thereby permitting estimation of the effects of
mean uncertainty over and above that shared with relative uncertainty. Mean uncertainty was associated with a widely distributed fronto-parietal network (Figure 5B) that included right
DLPFC (XYZ = 38 30 34; 30 26 20; 46 14 28; p < 0.001 [FWE
cluster level]). In addition, this whole-brain voxel-wise contrast
revealed activation p < 0.001 [FWE cluster level] in regions of
supplementary motor area (XYZ = 8 12 62), right dorsal premotor
cortex (XYZ = 56 16 38), and a large bilateral cluster encompassing occipital and posterior parietal cortex. ROI analysis using
neutrally defined ROIs in both right DLPFC (XYZ = 40 30 34)
and the right RLPFC confirmed the effects of the whole-brain
analysis, locating significant effects of mean uncertainty in
both regions [DLPFC: t(14) = 5.6, p < 0.0001; RLPFC: t(14) =
3.1, p < 0.01; Figure 5D].
Unlike relative uncertainty, the effect of mean uncertainty did
not differ as a function of individual differences in exploration
(explore versus nonexplore). Rather, ROI analysis confirmed
that there were no group differences in mean uncertainty in
DLPFC (t = 0.5) or in RLPFC (t = 0.14). Unlike relative uncertainty—which was greater in RLPFC than DLPFC (t = 2.1, p <
0.05) in the explorers and not in the nonexplorers [t = 1.9; Group
x Region: F(1,13) = 9.2, p < 0.01; Figure 5C]—mean uncertainty
did not differ reliably between groups or regions (Figure 5D). This
result suggests that the distinguishing trait of explore participants depends on computing the relative difference in uncertainties between options (supported by RLPFC more than
DLPFC), an indicator of the potential value of information gained
by exploring, rather than simply representing uncertainty or
reward statistics.
DISCUSSION
When deciding among different actions, we are often faced
with tension between exploiting options that have previously
yielded good outcomes and exploring new options that might
be even better. One means of strategic exploration is to choose
new options in proportion to their degree of uncertainty relative
to the status quo. This strategy requires tracking not only the
expected values of candidate options, but also the relative
uncertainties about them. In the present study, we used
subject-specific, trial-by-trial estimates of relative uncertainty
derived from a computational model to show that RLPFC tracks
relative uncertainty in those individuals who rely on this metric
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to explore. This result was robust across multiple variants of the
model’s structure.
In models of reinforcement learning, the predominant
approach to exploration is to stochastically sample choices
that do not have the highest expected value (e.g., Boltzmann
‘‘softmax’’ choice function; Sutton and Barto, 1998). This
stochasticity is flexible: it increases when expected values of
available options are similar, thereby increasing exploration.
Moreover, the degree of stochasticity (the temperature of the
softmax function) is thought to be under dynamic neuromodulatory control by cortical norepinephrine, perhaps as a function of
reinforcement history (Cohen et al., 2007; Frank et al., 2007). On
the other hand, such regulatory mechanisms are only moderately strategic in that by effectively increasing noise, they are
insensitive to the amount of information that could be gained
by exploring one alternative action over another (indeed,
a stochastic choice mechanism is equally likely to sample the
exploited option). A more strategic approach is to direct exploration toward those options having the most uncertain reinforcement contingencies relative to the exploited option, so
exploration optimizes the information gained.
Whether the brain supports such directed, uncertainty-driven
exploration has been understudied. Though prior fMRI studies
have associated RLPFC with exploratory decision making
(Daw et al., 2006), these data were suggestive of a more
stochastic (undirected) approach to exploration, with no
evidence for an uncertainty bonus. However, as already noted,
this may have been due to participants’ belief that contingencies
were rapidly changing. In contrast, when contingencies were
stationary within blocks of trials, Frank et al. (2009) reported
evidence for an influence of uncertainty on exploratory response
adjustments, and that individual differences in uncertaintydriven exploration were predicted by genetic variants affecting
PFC function. However, though consistent with our hypothesis,
these data did not demonstrate that the PFC tracks relative
uncertainty during exploratory decisions. The present results
fill this important gap and show that quantitative trial-by-trial estimates of relative uncertainty are correlated with signal change in
RLPFC.
Individual Differences in Relative Uncertainty
Notably, the relative uncertainty effect in RLPFC was strongest in
those participants who were estimated to rely on relative uncertainty to drive exploration. This group difference was evident
despite the fact that changes in relative uncertainty in each
participant were independent of the model’s estimate of that
participant’s ε. This finding suggests not only that RLPFC must
track relative uncertainty for it to have an influence on behavior,
but also that this signal is not tracked obligatorily by the brain in
all individuals. Thus, a key question raised by the present result is
why RLPFC apparently tracks relative uncertainty in some individuals and not others?
One possibility is that this difference reflects strategy, whether
implicit or explicit. Some individuals may have previously
acquired the strategy that computing relative uncertainty is
adaptive for information gain in similar types of decision-making
situations. Thus, these individuals tend to track relative uncertainty and so RLPFC is recruited for this function. However,

from this perspective, nothing precludes ‘‘nonexplorers’’ from
tracking relative uncertainty in RLPFC were they to also employ
this strategy. Indeed, there was no indication that these participants were less likely to track the mean uncertainty in the DLPFC
or RLPFC, putatively reflecting the computation of reward statistics. Hence, strategy training may be sufficient to induce them to
consider the relative differences between the actions, as well.
Alternatively, a more basic difference in PFC function or
capacity might underlie the individual differences in RLPFC relative uncertainty effects. For example, prior work has shown that
nonexplorers were found to be more likely to carry val alleles of
a COMT gene polymorphism, which is associated with reduced
prefrontal dopamine function (Frank et al., 2009). As the participants with low ε parameters in the present study were those who
did not track relative uncertainty in RLPFC, this raises the
intriguing possibility that the present findings reflect a phenotypic
difference related to prefrontal catecholamine function. We
verified that when fitting the models described here with unconstrained ε to the 2009 genetic sample, we replicated the significant gene-dose association reported there; notably, the
‘‘val/val’’ subjects were categorized as nonexplorers (on average
negative ε) whereas the ‘‘met/met’’ subjects continued to have
positive ε, with their RT swings correlated with relative uncertainty. The breakdown of val/val and met/met individuals in the
population is roughly evenly distributed, as were the explorers
and nonexplorers reported here. However, genetic data were
not collected in the current sample, and so future genetic
imaging experiments with larger samples than those used here
will be required to resolve this question.
Importantly, the failure to locate a relative uncertainty effect in
the nonexplore group (ε = 0) should not be taken as conclusive
evidence that relative uncertainty is only tracked in those
participants who explore. For example, it is possible that the
assumptions of our model were better suited to capture behavioral strategies of the explorers and that nonexplorers track other
metrics of relative uncertainty. However, model fits in Frank et al.
(2009) showed that nonexplorers were better captured by
a ‘‘reverse-momentum’’ model in which individuals progressively
adjust RTs in one direction and then reverse, as though indiscriminately sweeping the response options rather than guiding
exploration based on uncertainty.
Another possibility is that nonexplorers are sensitive to uncertainty but are actually averse to it, as is typical in behavioral
economic studies (e.g., ambiguity aversion; Ellsberg, 1961).
Indeed, even explorers may be averse to uncertainty but explore
in order to reduce this uncertainty in the long run (i.e., they are
more averse to the uncertainty of the value of their policy than
to that of their local response). In several model variants in which
ε was allowed to attain negative values, it did so primarily in the
nonexplorers, but remained positive in the explorers. Nevertheless, small changes in the make-up of explorer versus nonexplorer groups did not change the conclusions about RLPFC.
Indeed, whereas positive ε was consistently associated with
relative uncertainty effects in RLPFC across the models, negative ε was not. Thus, though negative ε parameters in nonexplorer participants could in principle relate to ambiguity
aversion, we did not find evidence that these participants track
relative uncertainty to avoid it.
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Another possibility is that negative ε reflects the tendency to
make the same choice repeatedly regardless of reward statistics
(i.e., ‘‘sticky choice’’/perseveration; Lau and Glimcher, 2005;
Schönberg et al., 2007). Perhaps consistent with this alternative
in the present task, when controlling for sticky choice, model fits
did not improve by inclusion of ε in the nonexplorers, whereas fits
did improve, and ε was reliably positive, in the explorers across
models. (See Supplemental Information for further discussion of
relative uncertainty compared with other forms of uncertainty).
Functional Anatomy of Uncertainty-Based Exploration
The general association of RLPFC with computations of relative
uncertainty is consistent with the broader literature concerning
the general function of this region. RLPFC has been widely
associated with higher cognitive function (Gilbert et al., 2006;
Ramnani and Owen, 2004; Tsujimoto et al., 2011; Wallis,
2010), including tasks requiring computations of higher-order
relations (Bunge and Wendelken, 2009; Christoff et al., 2001;
Kroger et al., 2002; Koechlin et al., 1999). These tasks require
a comparison to be made between the results of other subgoal
processes or internally maintained representations, such as in
analogical reasoning (Bunge et al., 2005; Krawczyk et al.,
2011; Speed, 2010), higher-order perceptual relations (Christoff
et al., 2003), or same-different recognition memory decisions
(Han et al., 2009).
The present task extends this general relational function to
include comparisons between the widths of probability distributions built on the basis of prediction error coding. This speaks,
first, to the domain generality and abstractness of the putative
relational representations coded in RLPFC (Bunge and Wendelken, 2009). Second, by way of extending previous studies
reporting main effect changes in RLPFC activation under conditions requiring more relational processing, the present experiment demonstrates that the relational effect in RLPFC may
vary parametrically with the magnitude of the relation being
computed.
A question left open by this and prior work is the exact nature
of the neural coding in RLPFC. In the present experiment, we
used the absolute value of the difference in relative uncertainty.
Thus, though the parametric effect indicates that the degree of
relative uncertainty is encoded in RLPFC neurons, it does not
indicate whether this neural representation encodes the link
between uncertainty and specific actions. One possibility is
that relative uncertainty is coded as an absolute difference signal
computed over representations maintained elsewhere. From this
perspective, a large difference in uncertainty—regardless of
sign—is a signal to explore. Thus, relative uncertainty acts as
a contextual signal independently of what specific choice constitutes exploration at a given moment. In terms of where the action
choice is made, relative uncertainty signals from RLPFC might
provide a contextual signal to neurons in other regions, perhaps
in caudal frontal, striatal, and/or parietal cortex, that bias selection of an option in favor of that with the larger uncertainty rather
than the anticipated outcome or other factors. This more
abstract conception of relative uncertainty may fit more readily
with a broader view of RLPFC function in which it generally
computes relations among internally maintained contextual
representations of which uncertainty is only one type.
604 Neuron 73, 595–607, February 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.

However, even if the sign of the relative uncertainty is built into
the RLPFC representation, it is not necessarily the case that it
must be reflected directly in peak BOLD response, as in activating when it is positive and deactivating when it is negative.
Positive and negative signs could be coded by different populations of active neurons (e.g., reflecting the degree to which
uncertainty is greater for either fast or slow responses), both of
which would result in an increase in synaptic metabolic activity
and so a concomitant BOLD increase regardless of the specific
sign being coded. Thus, demonstrating that RLPFC tracks the
absolute value of the relative uncertainty signal does not rule
out the possibility that the sign of the choice is nevertheless
coded in RLPFC. Future work, such as using pattern classification, would be required to determine whether information about
the uncertain choice is encoded in RLPFC.
It should be noted that though the effects of relative uncertainty were highly consistent in terms of their locus across
a number of controls and models tested here, two separate
subregions of RLPFC were implicated across contrasts. A dorsal
RLPFC focus consistently tracked relative uncertainty in the
explore participants and in the difference between the explore
and nonexplore participants. A ventral focus was evident in the
explore participants and also across the entire group but did
not differ reliably between groups. The more ventral focus is
closer in proximity to both the region of RLPFC associated
with exploration by Daw et al. (2006) and the region associated
with tracking reward value of the unchosen option by Boorman
et al., (2009; though see Supplemental Information for an analysis of branching and the expected reward of the unchosen
option in the current task). We did not obtain region by effect
interactions and so are not proposing that a functional distinction
exists between these dorsal and ventral subdivisions. Nevertheless, activation clusters in these two subregions were clearly
spatially noncontiguous and were reliable under partially overlapping contrast conditions. Thus, future work should be careful
regarding the precise locus of effects in RLPFC and their consistency across conditions.
Beyond RLPFC, we also consistently located activation in SPL
in association with relative uncertainty in the explore group.
Although this region was not reliably different between explorers
and nonexplorers, the relative uncertainty effect was found to be
reliable in SPL in explorers across the alternate models tested
here. Previous studies have reported activation parietal cortex
along with RLPFC during tasks requiring exploration (e.g., Daw
et al., 2006). However, the locus of these effects has been in
the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) rather than in SPL. Effects in IPS
were less consistently observed in the current study, and ROI
analysis of IPS defined from previous studies failed to locate reliable relative uncertainty effects in this region (see Supplemental
Information). This comes in contrast to the effects in RLPFC,
which are highly convergent in terms of neural locus. The reason
for the variability in parietal cortex cannot be inferred from the
present data set. However, one hypothesis is that it derives
from differences in attentional demands between the different
tasks. For example, SPL has been previously associated with
endogenous, transient shifts of spatial and object-oriented
attention (Yantis et al., 2002; Yantis and Serences, 2003),
perhaps as encouraged by the clock face design, and thus, the
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direct relationship between exploration and identification/attention to new target locations on the clock. However, such
hypotheses would need to be tested directly in subsequent
experiments.
Relationship to Prior Studies on Exploration
and Uncertainty
Previous studies have not found an effect of uncertainty on
exploration (Daw et al., 2006; Payzan-LeNestour and Bossaerts,
2011). What accounts for the different results between these
studies? Of course, we report substantial individual differences,
such that some participants have positive ε values across
models, and it is only in these participants that RLPFC tracks
relative uncertainty.
Other considerations are worth noting, however. Modeling
exploration is not trivial, because it requires predicting that
participants make a response that counters their general
propensity to exploit the option with highest value, and therefore
any model of exploration requires knowing when this will occur.
Because exploited options are sampled more often, their
outcome uncertainties are generally lower than those of the alternative options. Thus, when the subject exploits, they are selecting the least uncertain option, making it more difficult to estimate
the positive influence of uncertainty on exploration. As noted
above, this problem is exacerbated by ‘‘sticky choice,’’ whereby
participants’ choices in a given trial are often autocorrelated with
those of previous trials independent of value. Finally, studies
failing to report an effect of uncertainty on exploration have all
used n-armed bandit tasks with dynamic reward contingencies
across trials (Daw et al., 2006; Jepma et al., 2010; PayzanLeNestour and Bossaerts, 2011), and participants responded
as if only the very last trial was informative about value (Daw
et al., 2006; Jepma et al., 2010). It may be more difficult to estimate uncertainty-driven exploration in this context, given that
participants would be similarly uncertain about all alternative
options that had not been selected in the most recent trial. In
our behavioral paradigms and model fits, we have attempted
to confront these issues allowing us to estimate uncertainty, its
effects on exploration, and the neural correlates of this
relationship.
First, it is helpful to note the ways that the current paradigm is
atypical in comparison to more traditional n-armed bandit tasks.
Initially, the task was designed not to study exploration, but
rather as a means of studying incremental learning in Parkinson’s
patients and as a function of dopamine manipulation (Moustafa
et al., 2008). However, in the Frank et al. (2009) large-sample
genetics study, it was observed that trial-by-trial RT swings
appeared to occur strategically and attempts to model these
swings found that they were correlated with relative uncertainty.
Importantly, this is not just a recapitulation of the finding that the
model fits better when relative uncertainty is incorporated (i.e., ε
is nonzero); much of this improvement in fit was accounted for by
directional changes in RT from one trial to the next (RT swings).
This distinction is important: in principle a fitted nonzero ε could
capture an overall tendency to respond to an action that is more
or less certain, e.g., if a subject exploits most of the time, ε would
be negative (assuming the exploitation part of the model is
imperfect in capturing all exploitative choices).

Akin to the points above regarding sticky choice, this may be
one reason that prior studies using bandit tasks have found
negative ε in some subjects, because they attempt to predict
choice on every trial assuming a factor that increases the likelihood of choosing more uncertain actions. But, a tendency to
more often select a particular response would then lead to negative ε, even if subjects might, in the smaller proportion of exploratory trials, be more likely to explore uncertain actions. In
contrast, the RT swing analysis permits examining the degree
to which trial-to-trial variations are accounted for by the exploration term in the model as a function of relative uncertainty and
fitted ε. The use of a continuous RT allows us to detect not
only when RTs change toward the direction of greater uncertainty, but the degree of that change and its correlation with
the degree of relative uncertainty. This analysis is consistent
with our observation that explorers continued to be fit by positive
ε even in the simulations based on categorical responses—
meaning that when sufficiently uncertain they were more likely
to shift qualitatively from a slow to a fast response or vice-versa,
rather than only make small RT adjustments within a response
class.
Second, as noted above, we used a task with static reward
contingencies within a block, but changing contingencies
between blocks, to estimate the effect of uncertainty given the
history of action-outcome samples without the additional
complication of participants’ perceptions and beliefs about
how rapidly contingencies are changing within blocks.
Third, because it is difficult to integrate both frequency and
magnitude for different RTs to compute expected value within
a block, subjects cannot explicitly discover the programmed
expected value functions (and hence behavior is suboptimal).
Combining variation in both frequency and magnitude encourages subjects to sample the space of RTs to determine whether
they might do better.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Participants
Fifteen (eight female) right-handed adults (age 18–27, mean 20) with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and free of psychiatric and neurological conditions,
contraindications for MRI, and medication affecting the central nervous
system were recruited. Participants gave written informed consent and were
compensated for participation according to guidelines established and
approved by the Research Protections Office of Brown University. Participants
were paid $15/hr for their time.
Logic and Design
In order to investigate explore/exploit decisions, we employed a task used
previously (Frank et al., 2009; Moustafa et al., 2008) to study the influence of
relative uncertainty on exploratory judgments. The task is a variant of the basic
paradigm used to study exploration, in that multiple response options are
available with different expected values that are known with different degrees
of certainty based on previous sampling. The participants attempt to select
responses that maximize their reward. Importantly, however, the present
task separates learning into individual blocks within which the expected values
of the different response options remain constant. As a consequence, participants’ uncertainty may be more readily estimated trial-to-trial without estimating their beliefs about how the values are changing.
Participants viewed a clock arm that made a clockwise revolution over 5 s
and were instructed to stop the arm to win points by a button-press response
(Figure 1A). Responses stopped the clock and displayed the number of points
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won. Payoffs on each trial were determined by response time (RT) and the
reward function of the current condition. The use of RT also provides a mechanism to detect exploratory responses in the direction of greater uncertainty,
because they can involve a quantitative change in the direction expected
without requiring participants to completely abandon the exploited option
(e.g., in some trials the exploration component might predict a shift from fast
to slower responses, and participants might indeed slow down but still select
a response that is relatively fast).
As already noted, learning was divided into blocks within which the reward
function was constant. However, the reward functions varied across blocks,
and at the outset of each block participants were instructed that the reward
function could change from the prior block. Across blocks, we used four reward
functions in which the expected value (EV; probability 3 magnitude) increased
(IEV), decreased (DEV), or remained constant (CEV, CEVR) as RT increased
(Frank et al., 2009; Moustafa et al., 2008) (Figures 1B–1D). Thus, in the IEV
condition, reward is maximized by responding at the end of the clock rotation,
while in DEV early responses produce better outcomes. In CEV, reward probability decreases and magnitude increases over time, retaining a constant EV
over each trial that is nevertheless sensitive to subject preferences for reward
frequency and magnitude. CEVR (i.e., CEV Reversed) is identical to CEV except
probability and magnitude move in opposite directions over time.
Over the course of the experiment, participants completed two blocks of 50
trials for each reward function, with block order counterbalanced across
participants. While not explicitly informed of the different conditions, the box
around the clock changed its color at the start of each 50 trial run, signifying
to the participant that the expected values had changed. Note that even
though each reward function was repeated once, a different color was used
for each presentation and participants were told at the beginning of a block
that a new reward function was being used.
Within each block, trials were separated by jittered fixation null events
(0–8 s). The duration and order of the null events were determined by optimizing the efficiency of the design matrix so as to permit estimation of
event-related hemodynamic response (Dale, 1999).
There were eight runs and 50 trials within each run. Each run consisted of
only one condition (e.g., CEV) so that participants could learn the reward structure. Each block was repeated twice during separate runs of the scan session
to eliminate confounds arising from run to run variation (e.g., scanner drift).
Details regarding full computational model, the model fitting, and basic fMRI
procedures and analysis are provided in the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
Supplemental Results, Supplemental Discussion, two tables, and one figure
and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.neuron.2011.12.025.
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Supplemental Experimental Procedures
(a)

Computational Model Details and Procedures

In addition to the components described in the introduction and Equations 1-4 in the main text,
the full RT model included additional contributions to responding that were not a focus of the present
experiment, for consistency with prior reports (but see alternative models). Thus, the full model
estimates reaction time ( Rˆ  T ) on trial t as follows:
Rˆ T (t ) K
[ slow (t )

RT (t 1) Go(t ) NoGo(t )
[ RTbest RTavg ] Explore(t )
fast (t )]

(5)

where K is a free parameter capturing baseline response speed (irrespective of reward),
reflects autocorrelation between the current and previous RT, and captures tendency to adapt RTs
toward the single  largest  reward  experienced  thus  far  (“going  for  gold”).  For  details  on  these  
parameters, see Frank et al., 2009.
Go and NoGo learning reflect a striatal bias to speed responding as a function of positive RPE's
and to slow responding as a function of negative RPEs. Evidence for speeding and slowing in the task
is separately tracked:
Go(t) = Go(t-1) + G +(t-1)
NoGo(t) = NoGo(t-1) + N (t-1)

(6)
(7)

where G and N are learning rates scaling the effects of positive ( +) and negative ( ) errors in
expected value prediction V (i.e., positive and negative RPE). Go learning speeds RT, while NoGo
learning slows it. This bias to speed and slow RTs as a function of positive and negative RPEs is
adaptive in this task given that subjects tend to initially make relatively fast responses, and prior studies
have found that these biases and model parameters are influenced by striatal dopaminergic
manipulations and genetics (Moustafa et al, 2008; Frank et al, 2009). However, note that this approach
does not consider when it is best to respond in a strategic manner, and in fact, it is not adaptive in
environments where slow responses yield higher rewards (in which case, positive and negative RPE's
will lead to maladaptive RT adjustments).
For the more strategic exploitative component, reward statistics were computed via Bayesian
updating  of      “fast”  or  “slow”  actions,  as  described  in  the  main  text.  Fast  or  slow  actions  were  classified  
based on whether they were faster or slower than the local average, which was computed as:
RTavg(t) = RTavg(t-1) + [RT(t-1) - RTavg(t-1)]

(8)

However, fast and slow responses can be defined in other ways – such as based on whether the clock
hand is in the first or second half of the clock face – and outcomes from the model are the same. (The
use of an adaptive version of the boundary is more general and would allow the algorithm to converge
to an appropriate RT even if reward functions are non-monotonic).
Free parameters were estimated for each subject via the Simplex method as those minimizing
the sum of squared error between predicted and observed RTs. Multiple starting points were used for
each optimization process to reduce the likelihood of local minima. All parameters were free to vary for
each participant, with the exception of used in the expected value (V) update, which was set to 0.1 for
all participants to prevent model degeneracy (Frank et al., 2009).

For other details regarding the primary continuous RT model, including alternative models that
provide poorer behavioral fits to the data please see Frank et al (2009). Note that among the alternative
models tested in that paper is a Kalman filter model in which the mean expected reward values and
their uncertainties are estimated with Normal distributions, rather than the beta distributions used here.
However, the variance (uncertainty) in the Kalman filter tends to be overly dominated by the first trial:
subjects are given no information about the number of possible points that they might gain, leading to
large variance in initial estimates, which then declines more dramatically after a few trials when
rewards are experienced than does the variance in the probability distributions for the beta priors. This
means that the neural estimate of relative uncertainty would largely reflect contributions of a very few
number of trials using this model, making it inappropriate for estimating fMRI data in the present data
set.  For  the  “RT  swing  model”,  the  identical  procedure  was  used,  except  parameters  were  optimized  to  
predict the change in RT from one trial to the next, rather than  the  raw  RT.  For  the  “sticky  choice”  
simulations,  we  estimated  the  effect  of  not  just  the  prior  trials’  RT  (with  parameter   ), but instead a
decaying  function  of  previous  RT’s.  Specifically,  we  replaced   RT(t-1) with sticky(t), where
sticky(t) = RT(t-1) + d sticky(t-1),and 0<d<1 is a decay parameter influencing the degree to which
prior  RT’s  continue  to  affect  current  RT’s.
For the simplified two-alternative choice models, we used a softmax function to predict the
probability of a fast or slow response:

(9)
where  β  is  the  softmax  gain  parameter,  b is a bias parameter estimating the degree to which an
individual is more or less likely to respond fast or slow independent of reward history (analogous to K
in the RT model), and the other parameters are identical to those in the RT model. In the Q learning
version of this model, the means of the beta distributions were replaced with Q values for fast and slow
actions,  each  of  which  were  updated  with  an  additional  learning  rate  parameter  α:
(10)
where s represents the state (a given clock-face) and a the action (fast or slow). Thus the Q learning
version allowed the expected values to be updated as a function of prediction error without requiring
updating to proceed in a Bayesian manner, but we still allowed uncertainty as derived from the beta
distributions to guide exploration. In both models using beta distributions or Q values we optimized
parameters  by  maximizing  the  log  likelihood  of  each  participant’s  trial-by-trial sequence of responses
(binarized as fast or slow), and compared model fits (using likelihood ratio tests) between models that
incorporated  ε  versus  those  that  fixed  ε=0.  In  follow  up  simulations  we  also  included  a  sticky  choice  
parameter  λ  analogous  to  that  in  the  standard  model  (i.e.,  increasing the probability of selecting the
same action as the prior trial) by incorporating this into the softmax function (e.g., Schonberg et al,
2007).
(b)

fMRI procedures and analysis

Whole-brain imaging was performed on a Siemens 3T TIM Trio MRI system. Functional
images were acquired using a gradient-echo echo-planar sequence (TR = 2 s; TE = 30 ms; flip angle =
90°; 40 axial slices, 3 x 3 x 3 mm). After the five functional runs, high-resolution T1-weighted
(MPRAGE) anatomical images were collected for visualization (TR = 1900 ms; TE = 2.98 s; flip angle
= 9°; 160 sagittal slices, 1 x 1 x 1 mm). Head motion was restricted using firm padding that surrounded

the head. Visual stimuli were projected onto a screen and viewed through a mirror attached to a matrix
thirty-two channel head coil. Responses were registered on a Mag Design and Engineering MRIcompatible four-button response pad.
Preprocessing and data analysis were performed using SPM2
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Following quality assurance procedures to assess outliers or
artifacts in volume and slice-to-slice variance in the global signal, functional images were corrected for
differences in slice acquisition timing by resampling all slices in time to match the first slice. Images
were then motion corrected across all runs (using b-spline interpolation). Functional data were then
normalized based on MNI stereotaxic space using a 12-parameter affine transformation along with a
nonlinear transformation using cosine basis functions. Images were resampled into 2-mm cubic voxels
and then spatially smoothed with an 8-mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel.
Data analysis was conducted under the assumptions of the general linear model as implemented
in SPM2. All regressors were generated by convolving event epochs with a canonical hemodynamic
response function and its temporal derivative. Separate event-related regressors were generated for the
onset of stimulus and reward events. Two models were constructed to examine relative uncertainty
effects. In the first model, relative uncertainty was included as a parametric modulator in association
with stimulus onset followed by mean uncertainty. The relative uncertainty regressor was computed as
the absolute value of the difference in the standard deviations of the expected value distributions
associated with fast and slow responses on each trial (relative  uncertainty(t)  =  |σslow(t)  - σfast(t)|).  The  
mean uncertainty regressor reflects changes in the magnitude of uncertainty across all responses and
was simply computed as the mean of the standard deviations of the expected value distributions
associated  with  fast  and  slow  responses  on  each  trial  (mean  uncertainty(t)  =  [σslow(t)+σfast(t)]/2).  In  
the second model, mean uncertainty was entered prior to relative uncertainty. The order of the
parametric regressors affects the way that shared variance is explained between them, such that (as
implemented in SPM) the first parametric includes both unique and shared variance and the second
only unique. Thus, in the first model, explained variance by the mean uncertainty regressor is that
which goes above and beyond that explained by relative uncertainty. And in the second model, variance
explained by the relative uncertainty regressor is that which goes above and beyond mean uncertainty.
In both models, additional parametric regressors reflecting positive RPE (δ+)  and  negative  RPE  (δ−),  
and overall RT were modeled at reward onset to account for variance due to these factors.
Four separate additional GLM models were constructed in order to test the hypothesis that RLPFC
tracks the value of the unchosen option. These GLMs were constructed identically to the second
relative uncertainty GLM described above, except that the relative uncertainty regressor was replaced
in  separate  models  by  (a)  μ  of  the  unchosen  option  (μunchosen),  (b)  the  difference  in  μ  between  the  
unchosen  and  chosen  option  (μunchosen  −  μchosen),  (c)  the  log  ratio  of  μunchosen  versus  μchosen  
(log[μunchosen/μchosen]),  and  (d)  “exploration  against  the  odds”  (μbest  −  μchosen).
Statistical effects were estimated using a subject-specific fixed-effects model, with session
specific effects and low-frequency signal components (< .01 Hz) treated as confounds. Linear contrasts
of the whole brain were used to obtain subject-specific estimates for each effect. These estimates were
entered into a second-level analysis treating subjects as a random effect, using a one-sample t-test
against a contrast value of zero at each voxel. Voxel-based group effects from whole brain analysis
were considered reliable to the extent that they survived a family-wise error (FWE) corrected threshold
of p < .05 at the cluster level. For smaller structures, like the nucleus accumbens, use of a cluster level
correction can be inappropriate. Thus, for this structure of a priori interest, we used a whole brain voxel
level false discovery rate (FDR) correction of p < .05. Group contrasts were rendered on an MNI
canonical  brain  that  underwent  cortical  “inflation”  using  FreeSurfer  (CorTechs  Labs,  Inc.)  (Dale  et  al.,  
1999; Fischl et al., 1999).
Whole brain analyses were complemented by region of interest (ROI) analyses to test predicted
effects in a priori hypothesized regions. Functionally defined ROIs were chosen based on all significant

voxels within an 8-mm radius of a chosen maximum from the unbiased contrast of all stimulus and
feedback onsets versus fixation. For parametric regressors, the average beta for that regressor among
voxels in the ROI was calculated as an estimate of average effect size. The resultant data were
subjected to repeated-measures analyses of variance and t tests as noted in the results.

Supplemental Results
(c)

Supplemental Model Analysis

For  explorers  (ε  >  0),  the  mean  sum  of  squared  error  (SSE)  between  predicted  and  actual  
response times across all trials was 1.14 x 108 (standard error = 1.6 x 107). This is in the same range as
that previously reported for the best-fitting model across a sample of 70 participants with similar
demographics in Frank et al (2009), adjusting for the fact that there were twice as many trials here for
fMRI (i.e. the error per trial is comparable). As reported previously, this represented an improvement in
fit compared to a model that assumes no uncertainty-driven exploration (ε  =  0;;  mean  ΔSSE  =  5.54  x  105
, standard error = 2.8 x 105 ). The previous study also reported that depending on one's genotype, the
inclusion of an uncertainty exploration parameter improved model fit when also penalizing for the
added model complexity using Aikake's Information Criterion (AIC). In this (far smaller) sample, this
statistic was not reliable (but see below for supplemental analysis); however, the improvement in AIC
was  nevertheless  correlated  with  fitted  ε  value  across  subjects  (r=0.68,  p  < .005), and several analyses
in the main text demonstrated that the improvement of fit was reliable in the explorer sub-group, and in
some models across the entire group. Moreover, fMRI data reported in the main text revealed that those
with  positive  ε  values reliably exhibited neural activity in frontopolar cortex that tracked relative
uncertainty.
(d)

fMRI analysis of relative uncertainty in the first half of blocks

A task where the primary behavioral measure is RT can conceivably be affected by session and
block-related confounds, like fatigue and boredom, that will be more likely at the end of blocks.
Moreover, in the current task, the contribution of relative uncertainty could potentially be greater at the
beginning of blocks when participants are generally more uncertain. Thus, to establish that the reported
effects of relative uncertainty hold during the first half of a block, we re-ran the GLM in which mean
uncertainty is entered as a parametric modulator of stimulus onset before relative uncertainty. The only
difference from the version reported in the text was that we restricted analysis to the first half of
experimental trials in the block.
This analysis yielded results fully consistent with those reported in the main text. In particular,
we found an effect (p < .05 [FWE cluster level]) of relative uncertainty only in the explore participants
in dorsal (XYZ = 32 53 18) and ventral RLPFC (XYZ = 40 58 -8), along with SPL (-16 -70 58) and
cerebellum (XYZ = 42 -62 -34). There was no effect in the non-explore participants. Thus, the reported
results were not due to a fatigue or boredom-related effect more evident at the end of blocks. Also,
beyond this analysis, the effect of mean uncertainty controlled for uncertainty related monotonic
declines over the course of a run, and so provide additional assurance that these low frequency
components are not driving the relative uncertainty effect.
(e)

Relative uncertainty effects in prior definitions of RLPFC

As noted in the Introduction, RLPFC has been previously associated with exploration (e.g.,
Daw et al., 2006) and branching comparisons, such as in tracking the value of unchosen options
(Boorman et al., 2009). However, the definition of RLPFC is not always the same across studies, and
so it is important to establish that putatively similar effects are indeed in the same region of cortex.
Thus, to draw a tighter link with this prior work, we sought to directly test the effect of relative
uncertainty in ROIs defined from these studies.
First, we tested the effect of relative uncertainty in right (XYZ = 27 57 6) and left (XYZ = -27
48 4) RLPFC ROIs defined based on the coordinates reported in Daw et al., (2006). Consistent with the

present results, there was a reliable effect relative uncertainty in the explore participants in right
RLPFC (t(7) = 2.5, p < .05). There was no effect of relative uncertainty in right RLPFC non-explore
participants or in left RLPFC in either group of participants (t’s  <  .7).  We  also  tested  ROIs  defined  in  
left (XYZ = -29 -33 45) and right (XYZ = 39 -36 42) intraparietal sulcus (IPS) using peak coordinates
reported in Daw et al. (2006). Consistent with the whole brain analysis reported in the main paper,
there was no effect of relative uncertainty in either IPS ROI in explore or non-explore participants (ts <
1.8). Thus, we found a reliable parametric effect of relative uncertainty in the same right RLPFC region
highlighted by Daw et al. (2006) in association with exploration.
Next, we tested the ROIs in left (XYZ = -34 56 -8) and right (XYZ = 36 54 0) RLPFC and midIPS (left: -32 -60 52; right: 50 -46 46) identified in association with tracking the value of the unchosen
option during decision making (Boorman et al., 2009). Again, this result located reliable effects of
relative uncertainty in the right RLPFC ROI in whole group (t(14) = 2.3, p < .05) and in the explore
participants (t(7) = 3.5, p = .01). But, no effect of relative uncertainty in the non-explore participants in
right RLPFC (t = .2) or in the other ROIs tested.
(f) Branching and the expected reward of the unchosen option
One potential alternative hypothesis for the function of RLPFC during exploration is that it
reflects maintenance of the mean reward probability of the unchosen option on every trial, rather than
the relative uncertainty about it. Maintenance of pending states or courses of action, also termed
“branching”,  has  been  previously  associated  with  RLPFC  (Koechlin et al., 1999). Moreover, as
mentioned earlier, a prior study demonstrated that RLPFC tracks the unchosen reward probability in the
service of future choices (Boorman et al., 2009). In order to test this hypothesis in the current task, we
conducted a series of analyses using the trial-to-trial estimates of the mean expected value of the
unchosen option in our fMRI analysis. Specifically, in separate models, we replaced relative
uncertainty with regressors based on (a) the mean probability of a positive RPE for the unchosen option
( unchosen), (b) the relative difference between the means of the unchosen and chosen option ( unchosen
chosen), (c) the log ratio of the means of the two options (log[ unchosen/ chosen]; (Boorman et al., 2009),
and  (d)  “exploration  against  the  odds”  ( best
chosen; Daw et al., 2006). However, these analyses failed
to locate activation in RLPFC in association with these parametric functions, including at reduced
statistical thresholds. These null results should not be interpreted as evidence against a general
branching mechanism for RLPFC in all task contexts. However, it does suggest that, in the present task,
consideration of alternative choices is better accounted for by relative uncertainty about the values –
the information to be gained by exploring – rather than as a function of expected rewards among
unchosen options.
(g) Analysis of Reward Prediction Error
RPE signals are hypothesized to underlie both exploration and exploitation decisions. Consistent with
prior studies of reward and reinforcement learning (Gershman et al., 2009; McClure et al., 2003;
O'Doherty et al., 2003; Rutledge et al., 2010; Badre and Frank, In Press), estimates of RPE from our
model were associated with ventral striatal, and medial and lateral PFC regions (Supp. Fig. 1). We first
estimated signal change related to the onset of feedback (i.e., the presentation of how many points were
won on each trial) versus baseline (Supp. Fig. 1a). This contrast yielded activation (p < .001 [FWE
cluster level]) in right insula (XYZ = 34 20 2; 30 10 -4), left and right ventral and lateral occipital
cortex (XYZ = 14 -80 -18; -38 -60 -28), bilateral posterior parietal cortex (XYZ = 44 -56 50; -44 -50
50), dorsomedial frontal cortex (XYZ = 12 16 62), and right lateral frontal cortex (XYZ = 26 52 -18; 34
10 64).

We next assessed positive RPE (when rewards are better than expected) and negative RPE (when
rewards are worse) separately in the fMRI data in order to distinguish their respective contributions to
signal variance beyond that associated with feedback onset (Supp. Fig. 1b). Consistent with prior fMRI
studies of reinforcement learning, positive RPE produced activation in bilateral ventral striatum (XYZ
= 16 0 -14; XYZ = -14 4 -4; p < .001 [FWE cluster level]). This finding is consistent with models and
data showing that striatal dopaminergic manipulations affect the degree to which individuals learn from
positive  vs  negative  RPE’s  in  this  task  (Moustafa  et  al,  2008;;  Frank  et  al,  2009).  Positive  RPE  
activation (p < .001 [FWE cluster level]) was also observed in a network of neocortical regions,
including bilateral rostral inferior frontal gyrus (XYZ = 44 44 -14; XYZ = -44 42 -12), ventral occipital
(XYZ = 18 -94 -26), and posterior parietal cortex (XYZ = 42 -60 42; XYZ = -48 -60 54).
Analysis of negative RPE versus baseline did not yield reliable effects at corrected thresholds. Direct
contrast of positive minus negative RPE yielded a single focus in ventral striatum, specifically in the
left nucleus accumbens (XYZ = -12 2 -2, p < .05 [FDR voxel level]). Beyond the striatum, positive
versus negative RPE activated a similar neocortical network as that observed for positive RPE versus
baseline (p < .001, [FWE cluster level]).

Supplemental Discussion
(h) Comparison of Relative Uncertainty with other forms of uncertainty
Relative uncertainty in the present study refers to a specific form of uncertainty, namely uncertainty
about the probability of an action yielding a positive RPE. However, there are other forms of
uncertainty during decision making in this task which might affect behavior; though we would argue
that these are not critical for the relative uncertainty computation that underlies exploration.
Beyond the calculation of mean expected value, it is also possible that participants routinely track
ambiguous (uncertain) choices to weigh directly against known risks. Tasks that require participants to
make such direct choices between ambiguous versus risky options associate DLPFC with the choice of
ambiguous options over risky ones (Huettel et al., 2006; Payzan-LeNestour and Bossaerts, 2011). Thus,
a neural representation of the individual uncertainty associated with each option (akin to mean
uncertainty in DLPFC) may also influence response choices in the task directly, though the contribution
of such effects were not estimated in the model. Future work will be needed to specify and expand on
mean uncertainty representations in prefrontal cortex.
Beyond uncertainty aversion, aversion to known risks (akin to outcome uncertainty, see below) might
play a role in participant choices. We have examined this sort of risk aversion in behavioral analysis by
calculating the extent to which participants adjust their RTs in the CEV condition relative to CEVR
(Moustafa et al, 2008; Frank et al, 2009; Strauss et al, 2011). Both cases have equal and constant
expected values for all RTs, but in one condition reward probability goes down with time while
magnitude goes up, and in the other it is the opposite. A participant's systematic tendency to respond
slower in CEVR would be indicative of risk aversion, because it suggests a preference for a high
probability of a small gain over a lower probability of a large gain. It was previously reported that this
form of risk aversion is subject to additive influences of both striatal and prefrontal dopaminergic
genetic variants (Frank et al, 2009) and dopaminergic manipulation (Moustafa et al, 2008). However, in
present sample, we did not locate reliable group differences between CEVR and CEV at later trials.
Payzan and Bossaerts (2011) discussed three forms of uncertainty and their contributions to
reinforcement learning. The first is irreducible uncertainty, and corresponds to known risk about the
outcome in any given trial. This form of uncertainty is not relevant for exploration: once a learner is
confident that a particular choice is associated with a certain level of value there is no information to be
gained by exploring that option. The second form is termed estimation uncertainty or ambiguity and
quantifies ignorance about the reinforcement statistics in terms of the variance. The third form of
uncertainty  is  unexpected  uncertainty  (Yu  &  Dayan,  2005)  which  reflects  the  learner’s  belief  of  the  
probability that the action-outcome contingencies have suddenly changed. Under this scenario,
unexpected outcomes can be taken as an indicator that the reward distributions should be re-initialized,
and therefore exploration should begin anew. We have eliminated this aspect from our task paradigm by
keeping the task contingencies stationary within a block of trials, and then reinitializing them when a
new clock-face is presented in a new block. Thus we fit the data with a model that reinitializes the
distributions to be uniform at the outset of each block, encouraging renewed exploration, without
having to model participants’  belief  that  the  contingencies  may  have  changed.
Finally, another form of uncertainty, not tested here, might arise from decision-level conflict. When the
learned value of different actions is very similar, this may produce conflict (which often is associated
with slowed RTs), but it would not produce a change in RT in the direction of greater estimation
uncertainty (which would sometimes be faster and sometimes slower, depending on which action had
the most uncertain reward statistics). The model also uses the relative difference in the mean reward
estimates to drive exploitation, and when these means are most similar, the model would just predict an

intermediate RT. If there was a further bias to slow down due to this conflict in mean estimates
(‘conflict-induced  slowing’),  this  would  be  orthogonal  to  the  RT  swings  that  we  model  by  relative  
uncertainty. However, it is unclear how this type of conflict based uncertainty would predict the
directional RT swings that would correlate with those associated with relative uncertainty.
(i) Neural Correlates of Mean Uncertainty
Growing evidence has suggested that the computation of higher order relations in RLPFC arises from
its position at the apex of a functional gradient arrayed along the rostro-caudal axis of lateral frontal
cortex (Badre, 2008; Koechlin and Summerfield, 2007). From this perspective, rostral regions maintain
more abstract, higher order representations than caudal frontal cortex, with the most abstract
representations being coded in RLPFC. Between-level interactions may exist such that higher order
relations in rostral regions are computed over more concrete representations maintained in caudal
regions (Christoff and Gabrieli, 2000; Koechlin et al., 2003). Potentially consistent with this
perspective, we observed that the absolute level of uncertainty, as indexed by mean uncertainty,
activated a broader area of PFC including more caudal DLPFC, whereas the effect of relative
uncertainty was greater in RLPFC than DLPFC. One interpretation of this result is that neurons in
DLPFC may code for the probability of the mean expected value, as observed in non-human primates
(Kim et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2009), either directly or in conjunction with other regions.
It should be noted, however, that because mean uncertainty is more monotonic, generally decreasing
across a block of trials, we cannot rule out the possibility that the DLPFC mean-uncertainty effects are
due to other aspects of cognitive control that decline with time on task or practice (e.g., Raichle et al.,
1994). And, indeed, the effect of mean uncertainty was not focal, even after controlling for relative
uncertainty. Rather, correlates were located in a large neocortical network inclusive of occipital and
parietal cortex and RLPFC. However, mean uncertainty declined only within a block of trials and then
rose again at the outset of the next block, so this alternative interpretation should not be confused with
a global practice effect in the task, fatigue, or other monotonically declining functions occurring over
the entire experimental session. Moreover, as variance due to mean uncertainty was removed prior to
that associated with relative uncertainty, the effect of relative uncertainty in RLPFC is not due changes
in mean uncertainty, irrespective of the source of this latter effect.
Unlike the RLPFC relative uncertainty effects, the effect of mean uncertainty in DLPFC and other
regions was evident in both explore and non-explore participants. Thus, tracking the uncertainty
associated with mean expected value of an option may be advantageous, even if it is not being used to
compute relative uncertainty. In the present model, because it is Bayesian, the uncertainty associated
with each option is directly related to the effective learning rate. More specifically, as learning
progresses over the session, RPE's are weighted to a different degree in updating the probabilistic value
estimates of an option (i.e., evidence under conditions of high uncertainty affects the mean more than
under conditions of low uncertainty). The neural mechanisms by which the brain integrates new
evidence into the mean expected value during learning remain to be specified. But, it is conceivable
that uncertainty estimates maintained by right DLPFC contribute to this integration process.
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Supplemental Tables
(k) Table S1. Mean (SEM) values across alternate models in explorers and non-explorers as defined
by primary model.
Model

Explorers (n = 8)

Non-Explorers (n = 7)

Primary
Explore trials only
Sticky choice
RT swing
Softmax (no sticky choice)
Softmax + sticky choice
Softmax + sticky choice + Q-learning
Softmax + Q-learning (no sticky choice)

1657 (468)
12746 (12520)
889 (924)
15693 (3907)
4.57 (2.1)
8.4 (2.2)
5.8 (1.7)
3.5 (1.26)

0
-3985(1113)
-2296 (591)
9065 (2362)
-5.0 (1.8)
-0.34 (1.98)
1.3 (0.7)
-0.41 (0.37)

(Note that values are on different scales across model variants, especially as they pertain to different
outcome measures: RTs, RT swings, softmax choices.)

(l) Table S2. Activation foci from analyses of relative uncertainty
Region
Primary Model – All Participants
Right RLPFC
Right SPL
Bilateral Occipital
Right DLPFC
Right IPS
Right Operculum
Right Cerebellum
Left Cerebellum

Stereotaxic Coordinates
X
Y
Z

~Brodmann's
Area

36
32
20
8
16
-12
16
-6
30
40
40
42
48
42
30
44
-44

56
66
68
-70
-66
-96
-96
-92
30
34
26
-54
-52
-56
24
-56
-76

-8
-8
-14
62
46
0
8
-12
28
30
36
38
32
58
-15
-34
-24

10
10
10
7
7
17,18
17,18
17,18
46,9
46,9
46,9
39,40
39,40
39,40
47

30
18
40
30
42
-8
8
-6
28
-28

24
52
40
60
52
46
-96
-90
-90
-66
-64

48
16
22
-10
-14
-2
2
-4
-8
-28
-32

Primary Model – Explore Participants Only
Right RLPFC (dorsal)
Right RLPFC (ventral)
Bilateral Occipital
Right Cerebellum
Left Cerebellum

Primary Model – Explore Participants Only (Controlled for Mean Uncertainty)
Right RLPFC (dorsal)
44
42
22
56
26
26
52
16
Right RLPFC (ventral)
30
52
-14
36
56
-10
Left SPL
-8
-62
66
-16
-70
62
-24
-68
68
Explore Trials Only Model - Explore Participants Only
30
-56
12
Right IPS
36
40
44
Sticky Choice Model - Explore Participants Only
Right RLPFC
Left SPL
Right SPL
Left Occipital
Right Cerebellum

4.3
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.3
6.1
5.8
5.4
4.4
3.7
3.6
4.3
4.3
3.2
3.2
3.8
4.4
10,46

10,46
10,46
10
10
10
17,18
17,18
17,18

28

4.3
4.0
3.9
4.1
4.1
3.8
5.0
4.9
4.9
4.2
3.7

10,46
10,46
10,46
10
10
7
7
7

4.7
4.1
4.0
4.2
4.2
4.3
4.1
3.5
Right RLPFC

10
-46
-54
-32

56
58
56

40
40
40

3.9
3.7
3.6

26
22
-6
-12
-16
12
-36
50

52
56
-60
-70
-70
-64
-88
-56

16
24
60
72
60
64
-16
-40

10,46
10,46
7
7
7
7
18,19

4.2
3.6
4.5
4.3
3.7
4.1
4.8
4.1

24
34
36
-8

44
50
52
56
-64

42
18
16
-10
66

Softmax Model - Explore Participants Only
Right RLPFC (dorsal)
Right RLPFC (ventral)
Left SPL

20

Peak Z

4.3

28

10,46
10,46
10,46
10
7

4.7
3.8
3.6
3.9
5.0

Supplemental Figure
(m) Figure S1. Effects of feedback and positive reward prediction error. (a) Feedback onset activated in
right ventral striatum, insula, and lateral and medial prefrontal cortex. (b) Positive reward prediction
error accounted for variance beyond that associated with feedback onset in bilateral ventral striatum,
insula, and lateral and medial PFC.

